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ABSTRACT

Ground-based telescopes observing at millimeter (mm) and submillimeter (submm) wavelengths have to deal with a line-rich and
highly variable atmospheric spectrum, both in space and time. Models of this spectrum play an important role in planning observa-
tions that are appropriate for the weather conditions and also calibrating those observations. Through magnetic dipolar (M1) rotational
transitions and electric dipolar (E1) transitions O2 and H2O, respectively, dominate the atmospheric opacity in this part of the electro-
magnetic spectrum. Although O2 lines, and more generally the so-called dry opacity, are relatively constant, the absorption related to
H2O can change by several orders of magnitude leading from a totally opaque atmosphere near sea level with high H2O columns to
frequency windows with good transmission from high and dry mountain sites. Other minor atmospheric gases, such as O3 and N2O
among others, are present in the atmospheric spectrum which also includes nonresonant collision-induced absorption due to several
mechanisms. The aim of our research is to improve the characterization of the mm/submm atmospheric spectrum using very stable het-
erodyne receivers with excellent sideband separation and extremely high (kHz) spectral resolutions at the 5000 m altitude Chajnantor
site in northern Chile. This last aspect (spectral resolution) is the main improvement (by more than three orders of magnitude) in the
presented data with respect to our previous work conducted ∼20 yr ago from Mauna Kea in Hawai’i. These new measurements have
enabled us to identify slight modifications needed in the Atmospheric Transmission at Microwaves (ATM) model to better take into
account minor constituent vertical profiles, include a few missing lines, and adjust some high-energy O3 line frequencies. After these
updates, the ATM model is highly consistent with all data sets presented in this work (within ∼2% at 1 GHz resolution).
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1. Introduction

The detailed knowledge of the atmospheric spectrum in the
millimeter (mm) and submillimeter (submm) regions of the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum, typically from ∼30 GHz to ∼1.0–1.6 THz,
has been crucial for developing new science in astrophysics
through observations of the Molecular Universe. The vast major-
ity of polar molecules in space have been discovered through
observations of some of their rotational transitions in that fre-
quency range. Combining observations from more than one line
of a given molecule has also enabled the study of the physical
conditions of a wide range of astronomical objects, such as cold
dark clouds, star-forming regions, evolved stars, galaxies, and
many others.

? Recalibrated data are only available at the CDS via anonymous ftp
to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsarc.
u-strasbg.fr/viz-bin/cat/J/A+A/664/A153
?? This publication is based on data acquired with the Atacama

Pathfinder Experiment (APEX) under programme ID 105.2084. APEX
is a collaboration between the Max-Planck-Institut für Radioastronomie,
the European Southern Observatory, and the Onsala Space Observatory.

Since the beginning of molecular astrophysics, efforts have
been made to measure, characterize, and model atmospheric
effects in the frequencies concerned. One of earliest works was
conducted in the 1970s from Tenerife at ∼2400 m above sea level
by Hills et al. (1978). Those measurements were the first to show
the presence of submm atmospheric windows at high and dry
mountain sites, motivating the construction of submm observa-
tories that began operations about one decade later in Mauna
Kea (Hawai’i). Site testing for ground-based submm observa-
tories and field spectroscopy experiments continued over the
years in Mauna Kea, in the Atacama desert in Chile, and in
the South Pole, leading to several relevant publications, such as
Matsushita et al. (1999), Paine et al. (2000), Pardo et al. (2001a),
Chamberlin et al. (2003), and Mlawer et al. (2019), based on data
from broadband (several hundred gigahertz) Fourier transform
spectrometers (FTSs). The frequency resolution in these experi-
ments ranged from ∼0.2 to 10 GHz, which allows the study of the
very broad features of the spectrum related to H2O and O2 lines,
as well as nonresonant wet and dry collision-induced absorp-
tion (CIA). However, obtaining the details of the large number of
narrow absorption features present in the atmospheric spectrum
requires much finer spectral resolutions.
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upcoming European Organisation for the Exploitation of Mete-
orological Satellites (EUMETSAT) Polar System-Second Gen-
eration (MetOp-SG) will carry an instrument, the Ice Cloud Im-
ager (ICI), with frequencies up to 664 GHz (?). The primary
objective of the ICI is to improve the characterization of the ice
clouds. Quantitative exploitation of the ICI observations requires
a thorough understanding of the atmospheric gas absorption in
this frequency range, which the weather prediction community
has not yet investigated. The detection and quantification of the
thin ice clouds with ICI will be particularly sensitive to the ac-
curacy of the gas absorption model (?).

The aim of the present work is therefore to make a step for-
ward in the characterization of the atmospheric submm spectrum
as seen from high and dry mountain-top sites, especially target-
ing weaker and narrower features than in previous studies. In
addition, the high frequency resolution should help in checking
details about the integrated column of minor atmospheric gases
and also their vertical distribution. Finally, the wet and dry CIA
can be revisited with new data from a site (Chajnantor) where
the dry absorption should suffer from much smaller fluctuations
than the wet one, as was the case for Mauna Kea.

To achieve these goals, we use the heterodyne receivers in-
stalled at the Atacama Pathfinder Experiment (APEX) telescope,
in particular in this paper the Swedish ESO PI Instrument at
APEX (SEPIA, see Figure ??, section ?? and ?), which cov-
ers the 450 µm atmospheric window (SEPIA660 for its central
frequency of ∼660 GHz). Compared to our previous work at
Mauna Kea with a broadband FTS (?), this study uses an ex-
tremely fine spectral resolution of a few tens of kHz achieved by
the fourth-generation dual-input Fast Fourier Transform Spec-
trometer (dFFTS4G) but with a narrower instantaneous band
(typically ∼8 GHz); see ?. The narrow spectral band requires
many individual frequency tunings to cover the full atmospheric
window, which implies stitching together many individual scans
that, for consistency, need both a stable atmosphere and instru-
mental behavior. Until now, this last issue has prevented the kind
of studies that we present here. Atmospheric scans using het-
erodyne receivers usually suffer from strong baseline ripples and
inconsistencies from one tuning to another, meaning that only
the differential position or frequency switch scans on astronom-
ical sources are exploitable. The stability of the SEPIA660 re-
ceiver system in total power measurements (with Allan times of
between 5 and 10 seconds) and its high sideband rejection ratio
(typically >20 dB) have improved this situation (see SEPIA660
and ?), and it is now possible to acquire reasonably clean atmo-
spheric spectra at kilohertz resolution.

This paper is the first in a series, and as such will mainly fo-
cus on the ‘proof of concept’ of APEX/SEPIA/dFFTS4G which
is designed to measure the Earth’s atmospheric spectrum in de-
tail across the mm and submm ranges of the electromagnetic
spectrum. The reference atmospheric radiative transfer model
used in this work, introduced in section ??, is Atmospheric
Transmission at Microwaves (ATM), which is currently used in
operations by the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Ar-
ray (ALMA) software as part of the Telescope Calibration sub-
system, which is made available by the ALMA Open Source
Software Project through this link. The observations are pre-
sented in section ??, together with a description of the SEPIA660
receiver. The calibration scheme is described in section ??. The
first good-quality results, obtained during a very stable observing
run on Dec 6 2020, are presented in section ??. Model calcula-
tions to reproduce the observations are presented and discussed
in section ??. Finally, we provide a summary of our findings and
conclusions in section ??.

Fig. 1. SEPIA is a single-pixel heterodyne receiver with a cryostat that
can accommodate three receiver cartridges: SEPIA660, used in this
work, plus SEPIA345 (272 to 376 GHz) and SEPIA180 (159 to 211
GHz).

2. Atmospheric radiative-transfer model

The ATM model includes the spectroscopy and reference vertical
profiles for all relevant molecular species contributing to the mm
and submm atmospheric spectrum as seen from ground-based
observatories, along with empirical and theoretical descriptions
of the CIA mechanisms such as N2-N2 + O2-O2 + O2-N2 (dry
CIA), H2O-N2 + H2-O2 (“foreign” wet CIA), and H2O-H2O
(“self” wet CIA). The data presented and analyzed in this paper
belong to a larger study for which the validation and upgrades of
the ATM model for the Chajnantor site is one of the goals. ATM
is described in detail in ?.

3. Observations

The observations presented in this paper were carried out on
Dec 6, 2020, between 10:43:33 and 13:54:30 UTC using the
SEPIA660 receiver, which is a dual-polarization sideband sep-
arating (2SB) receiver installed and commissioned during the
second half of 2018. It replaces the previous double side band
(DSB) receiver built to the specifications of ALMA Band 9
(602–720 GHz), based on a pre-production ALMA Band 9 re-
ceiver cartridge. SEPIA660 covers the Radio Frequency (RF)
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Fig. 1. SEPIA is a single-pixel heterodyne receiver with a cryostat that
can accommodate three receiver cartridges: SEPIA660, used in this
work, plus SEPIA345 (272–376 GHz) and SEPIA180 (159–211 GHz).

The meteorological observations from satellites in the
microwave domain are currently limited to below 190 GHz. The
upcoming European Organisation for the Exploitation of Meteo-
rological Satellites (EUMETSAT) Polar System-Second Genera-
tion (MetOp-SG) will carry an instrument, the Ice Cloud Imager
(ICI), with frequencies up to 664 GHz (Klein et al. 2016). The
primary objective of the ICI is to improve the characterization
of the ice clouds. Quantitative exploitation of the ICI obser-
vations requires a thorough understanding of the atmospheric
gas absorption in this frequency range, which the weather pre-
diction community has not yet investigated. The detection and
quantification of the thin ice clouds with ICI will be particularly
sensitive to the accuracy of the gas absorption model (Mattioli
et al. 2019).

The aim of the present work is therefore to make a step for-
ward in the characterization of the atmospheric submm spectrum
as seen from high and dry mountain-top sites, especially target-
ing weaker and narrower features than in previous studies. In
addition, the high frequency resolution should help in checking
details about the integrated column of minor atmospheric gases
and also their vertical distribution. Finally, the wet and dry CIA
can be revisited with new data from a site (Chajnantor) where
the dry absorption should suffer from much smaller fluctuations
than the wet one, as was the case for Mauna Kea.

To achieve these goals, we use the heterodyne receivers
installed at the Atacama Pathfinder Experiment (APEX) tele-
scope, in particular in this paper the Swedish ESO PI Instrument

at APEX (SEPIA, see Fig. 1, Sect. 3 and Belitsky et al. 2018),
which covers the 450µm atmospheric window (SEPIA660 for
its central frequency of ∼660 GHz). Compared to our previ-
ous work at Mauna Kea with a broadband FTS (Pardo et al.
2001a), this study uses an extremely fine spectral resolution of
a few tens of kHz achieved by the fourth-generation dual-input
Fast Fourier Transform Spectrometer (dFFTS4G) but with a nar-
rower instantaneous band (typically ∼8 GHz); see Klein et al.
(2012). The narrow spectral band requires many individual fre-
quency tunings to cover the full atmospheric window, which
implies stitching together many individual scans that, for consis-
tency, need both a stable atmosphere and instrumental behavior.
Until now, this last issue has prevented the kind of studies that
we present here. Atmospheric scans using heterodyne receivers
usually suffer from strong baseline ripples and inconsistencies
from one tuning to another, meaning that only the differential
position or frequency switch scans on astronomical sources are
exploitable. The stability of the SEPIA660 receiver system in
total power measurements (with Allan times of between 5 and
10 seconds) and its high sideband rejection ratio (typically >20
dB) have improved this situation (see SEPIA6601 and Hesper
et al. 2017), and it is now possible to acquire reasonably clean
atmospheric spectra at kilohertz resolution.

This paper is the first in a series, and as such will mainly
focus on the ‘proof of concept’ of APEX/SEPIA/dFFTS4G
which is designed to measure the Earth’s atmospheric spectrum
in detail across the mm and submm ranges of the electromag-
netic spectrum. The reference atmospheric radiative transfer
model used in this work, introduced in Sect. 2, is Atmospheric
Transmission at Microwaves (ATM), which is currently used
in operations by the Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter
Array (ALMA) software as part of the Telescope Calibration
subsystem, which is made available by the ALMA Open Source
Software Project through2. The observations are presented in
Sect. 3, together with a description of the SEPIA660 receiver.
The calibration scheme is described in Sect. 4. The first good-
quality results, obtained during a very stable observing run on
December 6, 2020, are presented in Sect. 5. Model calcula-
tions to reproduce the observations are presented and discussed
in Sect. 6. Finally, we provide a summary of our findings and
conclusions in Sect. 7.

2. Atmospheric radiative-transfer model

The ATM model includes the spectroscopy and reference vertical
profiles for all relevant molecular species contributing to the mm
and submm atmospheric spectrum as seen from ground-based
observatories, along with empirical and theoretical descriptions
of the CIA mechanisms such as N2-N2 + O2-O2 + O2-N2 (dry
CIA), H2O-N2 + H2-O2 (“foreign” wet CIA), and H2O-H2O
(“self” wet CIA). The data presented and analyzed in this paper
belong to a larger study for which the validation and upgrades of
the ATM model for the Chajnantor site is one of the goals. ATM
is described in detail in Pardo et al. (2001b).

3. Observations

The observations presented in this paper were carried out on
December 6, 2020, between 10:43:33 and 13:54:30 UTC using

1 https://www.apex-telescope.org/ns/instruments/sepia/
sepia660
2 https://bitbucket.alma.cl/projects/ASW/repos/telcal/
browse/TelCalResults/Libraries/ATM
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the SEPIA660 receiver, which is a dual-polarization sideband
separating (2SB) receiver installed and commissioned during
the second half of 2018. It replaces the previous double side
band (DSB) receiver built to the specifications of ALMA Band
9 (602–720 GHz), based on a pre-production ALMA Band 9
receiver cartridge. SEPIA660 covers the Radio Frequency (RF)
range 578–738 GHz (an extended range of 574–742 GHz can
be sampled, but with unspecified performance) thanks to a re-
programming of the Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) tuned oscillator.
A complete technical description is given by Hesper et al. (2017).
Thanks to careful selection of optimally matched junctions, the
sideband rejection ratio has been measured to be as good as
25 dB or better over most of the RF and Intermediate Frequency
(IF) range. The receiver simultaneously covers the IF range from
−12 to −4 GHz and from 4 to 12 GHz in both polarizations.
The receiver temperature of the SEPIA660 frequency channel is
below 350 K at all frequencies within the RF band, and below
250 K in the frequency range 600–700 GHz. In Klein et al.
(2012), the receiver IF outputs were analyzed with the dFFTS4G
spectrometer, which features a total of 16 bands of 4 GHz with
65 536 spectral channels each, thus delivering ∼61 kHz resolu-
tion. Each 4–12 GHz IF signal was sampled with two bands with
some frequency overlap.

Weather conditions were quite dry with a precipitable water
vapor column (PWVC) below 0.5 mm according to the estima-
tions from the water vapor radiometer (WVR) installed at the
APEX telescope. This parameter and several others from the
weather station (pressure, temperature, wind speed, and relative
humidity at ground level) were stored in a log file together with
other parameters related to the observations (azimuth, elevation,
receiver tuning). This allows us to obtain an overall view of the
conditions during our experiment, which are very important in
the analysis of the results. For each observing frequency, we
performed a hot, cold, and sky calibration with an integration
time of 10 s, where the hot and cold loads are from the standard
APEX Nasmyth A calibration unit (see Sect. 4). This sequence
was repeated for five airmasses (1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 and 2.0) at
a fixed azimuth of 180◦ (south), and the entire procedure then
restarted for the next tuning frequency. We used a total of 24 tun-
ings with central frequencies from 580 to 736 GHz in steps of
7 GHz. Due to the limited range of the local oscillator, the four
lowest frequency tunings were set up with the tuning requested
frequency in the lower sideband, while for all other 20 tunings it
was placed in the upper sideband.

4. Calibration

The final products of the observations presented in this paper
are atmospheric spectra in terms of what we refer to here as
equivalent blackbody temperature at each frequency, TEBB(ν). If
Fatm(ν) is the calibrated atmospheric flux at frequency ν, TEBB(ν)
is derived from: Fatm(ν) = B[TEBB(ν)] with B being the black-
body function. In order to get Fatm(ν) or TEBB(ν) free from the
optical-electrical functions of the observing system, two black
bodies at different temperatures are observed with the receiver
(Ulich & Haas 1976; Ulich 1980). These black bodies are imple-
mented using a microwave absorber material, one at the receiver
cabin temperature (Thot), and one at a temperature near that
of liquid N2 at 5100 m altitude (≈73 K). The second absorber
is installed in a small dewar and connected to a closed cycle
cryocooler. Its radiation is observed through a dewar window
which exhibits frequency-dependent transmission coefficients.
We measured these coefficients by comparing calibrations with

this cold load against those using a liquid N2 absorber. The
deviation from a perfect coupling is modeled as a spillover η(ν)
from surfaces at cabin temperature leading to an effective cold
absorber temperature of

Tcold,effective(ν) = Tcold,physical · (1 − ηcal(ν)) + Thot,physical · ηcal(ν),
(1)

which is somewhat higher than the measured physical tempera-
ture. The spillover in the 660 GHz band is estimated using the
following linear fit against frequency (D. Muders, priv. comm.):

ηcal,660 GHz band(ν) = 1.903 × 10−4 · ν[GHz] − 5.083 × 10−2. (2)

This fit was obtained using the early DSB version of the Band
9 receiver, which was installed in 2016. At the time, there were
some differences between the two polarizations, but as they were
rather small, it was decided to use an average spillover number.
This leads to an uncertainty of ηcal,660 GHz band of the order 0.01
which might contribute to the calibration offset discussed later
in this section. In order to obtain the TEBB(ν) spectra, we modi-
fied the APEX Calibrator software (Polehampton et al. 2019) to
compute this quantity and write it out in CLASS format (Pety
2018).

4.1. Water vapor retrieval

The main problem that we find with the data is that the sky TEBB
at frequencies with very high opacity – where it should be very
close to the temperature of the bottom atmospheric layer – has
an unrealistic offset towards lower temperatures (see the second
panel on Fig. 3). We do not have a convincing explanation for
this calibration issue but it is clear that it should be corrected
before continuing our analysis. At the same time, the intervention
should be as minimal as possible.

4.1.1. Total precipitable water vapor column

The first step is to retrieve the PWVC from the data in some way
that does not depend on the calibration issue. To do so, we found
that the best strategy consists in using the ortho-H2O (JKa,Kb =
53,2–44,1) line with central frequency at 620 700.807 MHz. The
upper level of this transition lies at 697.9 K and its quantum line
strength is 0.1256. These parameters make this line quite sensi-
tive to the PWVC at the site conditions. To avoid the problem of
the calibration offset mentioned above, we can use the differen-
tial TEBB between the most extreme 2.0 and 1.0 airmasses and
compare it to the ATM model simulations, assuming the off-
set does not depend on airmass. By doing so (see Fig. 2), it is
clear that the PWVC, at least when the skydip around 620 GHz
was done, is 0.325 mm, which is in very good agreement (within
<0.005 mm) with the value from WVRs stored in the log file (see
Fig. 3).

4.1.2. Water vapor vertical distribution

The geometry of the observations prevents retrieval of the fine
details of the water vapor vertical distribution. However, if we
simply assume that it is distributed as exponentially decreasing
with height, which is the default assumption in the ATM model,
the technique of the differential TEBB can also provide good esti-
mations. Figure 2 shows three curves for PWVC = 0.325 mm,
corresponding to three different values of the scale height in
the water vapor vertical distribution. The black curve (scale
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range 578-738 GHz (an extended range of 574-742 GHz can
be sampled, but with unspecified performance) thanks to a re-
programming of the Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG) tuned oscillator.
A complete technical description is given by ?. Thanks to careful
selection of optimally matched junctions, the sideband rejection
ratio has been measured to be as good as 25 dB or better over
most of the RF and Intermediate Frequency (IF) range. The re-
ceiver simultaneously covers the IF range from -12 to -4 GHz
and from 4 to 12 GHz in both polarizations. The receiver tem-
perature of the SEPIA660 frequency channel is below 350 K at
all frequencies within the RF band, and below 250 K in the fre-
quency range 600-700 GHz. In ?, the receiver IF outputs were
analyzed with the dFFTS4G spectrometer, which features a total
of 16 bands of 4 GHz with 65536 spectral channels each, thus
delivering ∼61 kHz resolution. Each 4-12 GHz IF signal was
sampled with two bands with some frequency overlap.

Weather conditions were quite dry with a precipitable wa-
ter vapor column (PWVC) below 0.5 mm according to the es-
timations from the water vapor radiometer (WVR) installed at
the APEX telescope. This parameter and several others from the
weather station (pressure, temperature, wind speed, and relative
humidity at ground level) were stored in a log file together with
other parameters related to the observations (azimuth, elevation,
receiver tuning). This allows us to obtain an overall view of the
conditions during our experiment, which are very important in
the analysis of the results. For each observing frequency, we per-
formed a hot, cold, and sky calibration with an integration time
of 10 seconds, where the hot and cold loads are from the stan-
dard APEX Nasmyth A calibration unit (see Section ??). This
sequence was repeated for five airmasses (1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75
and 2.0) at a fixed azimuth of 180◦ (south), and the entire proce-
dure then restarted for the next tuning frequency. We used a total
of 24 tunings with central frequencies from 580 to 736 GHz in
steps of 7 GHz. Due to the limited range of the local oscillator,
the four lowest frequency tunings were set up with the tuning
requested frequency in the lower sideband, while for all other 20
tunings it was placed in the upper sideband.

4. Calibration

The final products of the observations presented in this paper
are atmospheric spectra in terms of what we refer to here as
equivalent blackbody temperature at each frequency, TEBB(ν). If
Fatm(ν) is the calibrated atmospheric flux at frequency ν, TEBB(ν)
is derived from: Fatm(ν)=B[TEBB(ν)] with B being the blackbody
function. In order to get Fatm(ν) or TEBB(ν) free from the optical-
electrical functions of the observing system, two black bodies
at different temperatures are observed with the receiver (?; ?).
These black bodies are implemented using a microwave absorber
material, one at the receiver cabin temperature (Thot), and one at
a temperature near that of liquid N2 at 5100 m altitude (≈73 K).
The second absorber is installed in a small dewar and connected
to a closed cycle cryocooler. Its radiation is observed through
a dewar window which exhibits frequency-dependent transmis-
sion coefficients. We measured these coefficients by comparing
calibrations with this cold load against those using a liquid N2
absorber. The deviation from a perfect coupling is modeled as a
spillover η(ν) from surfaces at cabin temperature leading to an
effective cold absorber temperature of

Tcold,effective(ν) = Tcold,physical ·(1−ηcal(ν))+Thot,physical ·ηcal(ν), (1)

which is somewhat higher than the measured physical tempera-
ture. The spillover in the 660 GHz band is estimated using the

Fig. 2. Retrieval of the reference PWVC during our APEX-SEPIA660
atmospheric observations on Dec 6 2020 using the ortho-H2O
JKa,Kb=53,2-44,1 line at 620.7 GHz. The atmospheric opacity around
620.7 GHz is dominated by that line, meaning that the atmospheric dif-
ferential TEBB for two airmasses (black curves using the ATM model)
provides a way of retrieving the PWVC independently from other pa-
rameters in the model and/or calibration issues that are not depen-
dent on the airmass. For a discussion of the green and blue curves for
PWVC=0.325 mm; see section ??.

following linear fit against frequency (D. Muders private com-
munication):

ηcal,660 GHz band(ν) = 1.903 · 10−4 · ν[GHz] − 5.083 · 10−2. (2)

This fit was obtained using the early DSB version of the
Band 9 receiver, which was installed in 2016. At the time, there
were some differences between the two polarizations, but as they
were rather small, it was decided to use an average spillover
number. This leads to an uncertainty of ηcal,660 GHz band of the
order 0.01 which might contribute to the calibration offset dis-
cussed later in this section. In order to obtain the TEBB(ν) spec-
tra, we modified the APEX Calibrator software (?) to compute
this quantity and write it out in CLASS format (?).

4.1. Water vapor retrieval

The main problem that we find with the data is that the sky TEBB
at frequencies with very high opacity —where it should be very
close to the temperature of the bottom atmospheric layer— has
an unrealistic offset towards lower temperatures (see the second
panel on Figure ??). We do not have a convincing explanation
for this calibration issue but it is clear that it should be corrected
before continuing our analysis. At the same time, the interven-
tion should be as minimal as possible.
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Fig. 2. Retrieval of the reference PWVC during our APEX-SEPIA660
atmospheric observations on December 6, 2020 using the ortho-H2O
JKa,Kb = 53,2–44,1 line at 620.7 GHz. The atmospheric opacity around
620.7 GHz is dominated by that line, meaning that the atmospheric dif-
ferential TEBB for two airmasses (black curves using the ATM model)
provides a way of retrieving the PWVC independently from other
parameters in the model and/or calibration issues that are not depen-
dent on the airmass. For a discussion of the green and blue curves for
PWVC = 0.325 mm; see Sect. 4.1.2.

height = 2.5 km) provides the best fit to the data. The other two
curves correspond to 3.0 km (green) and 2.0 km (blue). In the lat-
ter two cases, the differences with respect to the data at ∼1.5 GHz
from the line center reach a few Kelvin, whereas the fit is almost
perfect for 2.5 km. Therefore, this value was assumed for the
ATM simulations throughout this paper.

4.2. Recalibration

Once the PWVC retrieval has produced a consistent result, we
have to correct the data for the above mentioned offset. We
decided to focus on those frequencies where the atmospheric
opacity is expected to be larger than 8.0 at 2.0 airmasses, that
is, around 573.0, 620.7, and 740.0 GHz. Even in the very dry
conditions experienced during the observations, the ATM model
shows that the measured TEBB should be within 2 K of the phys-
ical temperature of the bottom atmospheric layer. We therefore
applied a very simple recalibration consisting in shifting the 2.0
airmass spectrum so that it matches the ATM model calcula-
tions at the above-mentioned three frequencies, and we applied
the same shift to the spectra at the four other airmasses (see the
third panel of Fig. 3). This means that our re-calibration consists
of a global shift and not of a re-scaling. Our assumption is that
if our later analysis is consistent, then this re-calibration should
be acceptable. If the recalibration were incorrect, inconsistencies
should become apparent in the analysis.

5. Results

In order to improve the presentation of the figures and to keep the
size of the online files manageable, we applied an eight-channel
smoothing to the spectra displayed throughout this paper and in
the online material, achieving a final resolution of 489 kHz. The
fully calibrated spectra are shown in the second panel of Fig. 3 in
terms of TEBB versus frequency following the calibration scheme
described in the previous section. All scans for each one of the
individual airmasses (1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75 and 2.0) are simply
stitched together and plotted as black curves in that panel. As the
atmospheric conditions change very smoothly during the obser-
vations, and as the system is very stable, the data do not show
big discontinuities, although small ones are noticeable towards
the high-frequency end, corresponding to the moment of sun-
rise when the PWVC shows larger fluctuations (see the top panel
of Fig. 3). The third panel of Fig. 3 shows the recalibrated data
according to the procedure described in the previous section. In
order to better see some of the many weaker lines present in
the data, thanks to the great stability of the receiver and the low
noise of the spectra, Fig. 4 shows zooms onto some selected fre-
quency intervals (labeled 1 to 5) which are highlighted in yellow
in Fig. 3. The detection of those weak features and their compar-
ison with model predictions was one of the goals of this study.
The following subsections describe the different spectral features
and the species responsible for them.

5.1. Water vapor and molecular oxygen

This particular “window” of the atmospheric spectrum is located
between two strong water vapor lines: JKa,Kb = 11,0–10,1 of ortho-
H2O at 556 936.002 MHz (the upper energy level of this tran-
sition is Eup = 26.7 K, and its quantum line strength S ul =
1.5008) and JKa,Kb = 21,1–20,2 of para-H2O at 752 033.227 MHz
(Eup = 136.9 K, S ul = 2.0709). Even for a very high and dry
site such as Chajnantor, these two lines are completely opaque
around their central frequencies and they determine the limits
of the so-called 450µm atmospheric window. The minimum in
atmospheric opacity is in fact reached near 664 GHz (452µm in
wavelength). We see in the data a general increase in the atmo-
spheric brightness temperature, and therefore the opacity, in both
directions from that frequency because of the wings of the two
strong water lines mentioned above. This increase is not smooth
because of the presence of a multitude of much narrower minor
atmospheric gas transitions (see below) and also the strong but
stable 16O2 NJ = 54–33 line centered at 715 392.889 MHz, which
strongly affects the higher frequency end of this window.

Two additional and very important H2O lines are present
in the spectra as they are very sensitive to the PWVC and are
therefore crucial in the analysis of these data. The first one
at 620 700.807 MHz is mentioned in Sect. 4.1 and used for a
relatively precise PWVC retrieval. The other important line cor-
responds to JKa,Kb = 11,0–10,1 ortho-H2O in its ν2 = 1 vibrational
state at 657 968.628 MHz, which is the lowest energy line lying
in this state, and is the equivalent of the strong 556 936.002 MHz
ortho-H2O line mentioned above. Because the first bending ν2
mode of H2O lies at 2322.92 K, this spectral feature appears
much weaker than the above-mentioned 620.7 GHz H2O line
(a few Kelvin in brightness from the lowest TEBB level in this
atmospheric window) and its use for PWVC retrieval purposes
is somewhat complicated because of ozone lines (see below).

The JKa,Kb = 21,1–20,2 line of HDO – corresponding to the
strongest (µb) component of the dipole moment – is detected at
599 926.76 MHz. The zoom onto the data in panel 1 of Fig. 4
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Fig. 3. APEX Atmospheric observing run carried out on Dec. 6th 2020. The panels from top to bottom show: Atmospheric parameters from
the observing log (blue and green); uncorrected spectra from the observations CLASS file (black); corrected spectra (blue, see text) plus ATM
model prediction for airmass=1.0 (red) and line positions for N2O and O3; ATM model simulations (red) and data vs model residuals according to
Equation ?? (blue dots, smoothed to 1 GHz); and atmospheric opacity breakdown according to those model results (several colors in the bottom
panel). Zooms on selected frequency ranges, highlighted in yellow, are displayed in Figure ??.

correct opacity terms, it would show up as airmass-dependent
quadratic residuals. The fact that no such residuals are seen in-
dicates:

1. The applied recalibration procedure is consistent. The
recalibrated data, ATM model results, and reference atmo-
spheric profiles used in the ATM calculations are available in

electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-
strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.
fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/.

2. The empirical foreign wet CIA (H2O-N2 + H2O-O2) and
dry CIA (N2-N2 + O2-O2 + N2-O2) that we are using (see equa-
tions 30 and 31 in ?, and the red, green and light-blue curves in

Article number, page 6 of ??

Fig. 3. APEX Atmospheric observing run carried out on December 6, 2020. The panels from top to bottom show: atmospheric parameters from the
observing log (blue and green); uncorrected spectra from the observations CLASS file (black); corrected spectra (blue, see text) plus ATM model
prediction for airmass = 1.0 (red) and line positions for N2O and O3; ATM model simulations (red) and data vs model residuals according to Eq. (3)
(blue dots, smoothed to 1 GHz); and atmospheric opacity breakdown according to those model results (several colors in the bottom panel). Zooms
on selected frequency ranges, highlighted in yellow, are displayed in Fig. 4.

shows the line as measured with a narrower 16O3 line on top of
it. The HDO line is a weak feature of several GHz in width that
could be mistaken with a baseline feature unless we compare
with the model without HDO.

The H17
2 O and H18

2 O counterparts of the 620.7 GHz H16
2 O

line, with the same quantum numbers, JKa,Kb = 53,2–44,1, are also
present in the data but are very difficult to see. The frequency of
the 17O substitution is 658 506.157 MHz, which is very close to
the stronger 657.97 GHz H2O line in its first vibrationally excited
state. Both lines are mixed, although the last one is clearly dom-
inant as the observed peak lies at its central frequency. We
also looked for the 18O counterpart that should be present at
692 079.140 MHz. However, the weakness and width of this line
makes it impossible to disentangle in the data.

5.2. Ozone
The most abundant isotopolog of ozone (16O3) is the next most
important molecule in this spectral region, exhibiting several
tens of narrow lines that emerge with intensities of up to sev-
eral tens of Kelvin above the broader spectral shape. The central
frequencies of these 16O3 transitions are marked on the central
panel of Fig. 3. An interesting cluster of O3 lines appears around
656 GHz near (and blended with) the above-mentioned 658 GHz
rotational line of water in its ν2 = 1 vibrational state.

The lowest-lying (bending) vibrationally excited mode of
16O3 (ν2 = 1) at an excitation temperature of 1009.5 K has a pop-
ulation relative to the ground vibrational state that would result
in lines reaching a few Kelvin above the broader spectral shape,
easily visible in our data (see panel 4 of Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. Zoom onto airmass=2.0 data showing final combined scans (dark blue) and model predictions (red) in selected frequency ranges. All
individual scans are also shown (light blue) and line identifications are also provided. The dashed green lines (with scales on the right of each
panel) show the ∆TEBB resulting from ATM model simulations with the standard and modified vertical profiles shown in Figure ??. The data are
shown before the recalibration described in section ?? because we wanted to show the individual raw scans. Therefore, in this figure it is the ATM
model results that have been shifted to match the observed level before recalibration. The different panels are discussed in the text.

the bottom panel of Figure ??) are valid at least for the condi-
tions of this experiment, which are similar to the conditions of
the Mauna Kea experiment from which they were derived (?, ?).

3. The self wet CIA (H2O-H2O) is negligible for the very
dry conditions of this experiment. ATM estimates this absorp-
tion to be almost two orders of magnitude lower than the for-
eign wet (H2O-N2 + H2O-O2) one at 664 GHz for 0.325 mm
PWVC (0.00089 nepers of total opacity versus 0.06685 for air-
mass=1.0).

In recent years, a number of publications have addressed the
question of the non-resonant foreign wet and dry CIA in the
atmosphere from theoretical calculations or laboratory experi-
ments under tightly controlled conditions (?, ?, ?, ?). Our ob-

servations are under less controlled conditions and we detect the
radiation after its propagation through the whole atmosphere to
our detector. Therefore, we cannot address the fine details given
in the above-cited publications. However, an empirical descrip-
tion of these opacity terms is obtained that works well for submm
ground-based observatories.

It is also worth mentioning how well the different lines of the
minor atmospheric gases are reproduced by the model, both in
shape and intensity. Even the weakly detected features from O3
isotopologs and vibrationally excited states are all reproduced
relatively well by the model, as shown in Figure ??. One as-
pect that remains to be checked is the possible seasonal or diur-
nal changes in those lines which is due to significant changes in

Article number, page 7 of ??

Fig. 4. Zoom onto airmass = 2.0 data showing final combined scans (dark blue) and model predictions (red) in selected frequency ranges. All
individual scans are also shown (light blue) and line identifications are also provided. The dashed green lines (with scales on the right of each
panel) show the ∆TEBB resulting from ATM model simulations with the standard and modified vertical profiles shown in Fig. 5. The data are shown
before the recalibration described in Sect. 4.2 because we wanted to show the individual raw scans. Therefore, in this figure it is the ATM model
results that have been shifted to match the observed level before recalibration. The different panels are discussed in the text.

Other ozone forms are beyond the limit of detection. For
example, some isotopic substitutions of O3 and its ν1 = 1 and
ν3 = 1 vibrational states (with excitation temperatures above
1500 K) are expected to display rotational lines of about 0.2–
1.0 K above the emission level provided by more abundant
species. This intensity is similar to the noise level and/or sys-
temic features seen in our data. Nevertheless, panel 2b of
Fig. 4 shows a possible match between very weak features
in the observed spectrum and simulated lines from those O3
vibrationally excited modes.

5.3. Nitrous oxide

The linear molecule N2O has six of its rotational transitions
present in the data, from J = 24–23 up to J = 29–28. With
respect to 16O3, N2O lines appear weaker (a less abundant trace
gas in the atmosphere) and wider (larger relative abundance at
lower altitudes). In fact, the Tropical U.S. Standard Atmosphere

(COESA 1976) vertical profile for N2O in the ATM model has
been modified below 30 km (see Fig. 5) in order to get a good
match to the observed lines. The central frequencies of these
N2O lines are marked on the central panel of Fig. 3 and one
of them can be seen in panel 1 of Fig. 4, with two weak fea-
tures in its wings on both sides of the line center that correspond
to ν2=1 16O3. These features are detected even if the spec-
trum suffers from small baseline ripples that could have masked
them.

5.4. Carbon monoxide

CO J = 6–5 at 691473.000 MHz is also seen as a narrow line,
confirming a vertical profile for this molecule quite different
from those of O3 and N2O. The line can be seen in the zoom
presented in panel 5 of Fig. 4. More specifically, the line profile
appears to have a Gaussian component as expected for a meso-
spheric molecule. The CO abundance above 50 km has been
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Fig. 5. Vertical profiles (solid lines) used as inputs to the ATM model for the model spectra shown in this work. The dots indicate the average
values for the different layers (of increasing thickness) in which the atmosphere has been divided for the calculations. Dashed lines and open
circles indicate profiles from ? before being modified for a better fit to the observed lines of O3, N2O, HCl, and CO.

the vertical distributions of the molecules responsible for them.
Hopefully, new data of similar quality in the future will allow
such studies.

7. Summary and conclusions

We obtained the first kilohertz-resolution atmospheric spectra in
the 450 µm atmospheric window from a ground-based submm
observatory. The conditions during the observations were rela-
tively dry and stable. The performance of the receiver in terms
of stability and sensitivity has produced data suitable for com-
parison with the atmospheric model currently implemented at
ALMA, APEX, and other observatories, allowing us to check its
overall validity, and also verify how well the weakest features of
the atmospheric spectrum are reproduced.

The observations provide a very high level of spectral detail.
The calibration offsets have been satisfactorily corrected, and the
slowly varying atmospheric conditions are monitored and taken
into account in the simulations. Very good agreement is obtained
with the ATM simulations, proving that this model is adapted: no
fundamental changes are necessary, for its use in the explored
frequency range for astronomical sites located at ∼5000 meters
above sea level. Only a few O3 lines with high energy levels need
small frequency corrections, and the vertical profiles of minor at-
mospheric gases have to be changed with respect to the standard
a priori profiles currently used in the code. These changes will
be implemented in the code for distribution. There is no evidence
that the wet foreign and dry CIA empirical opacity terms need
revision, at least under the conditions presented in this study. The
better characterization of the ozone lines at this high resolution
might be useful for a more accurate calibration (free from these
features) of single-dish astronomical observations.

The next step in this study will be to explore the range ∼157-
510 GHz using data already obtained with the other APEX re-
ceivers under wetter and less stable conditions. The exploitation
of those data will therefore be more complex and will be treated
in a separate publication.
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Fig. 5. Vertical profiles (solid lines) used as inputs to the ATM model for the model spectra shown in this work. The dots indicate the average values
for the different layers (of increasing thickness) in which the atmosphere has been divided for the calculations. Dashed lines and open circles indicate
profiles from U.S. Standard Atmosphere (COESA 1976) before being modified for a better fit to the observed lines of O3, N2O, HCl, and CO.

increased significantly in the model (see Fig. 5) to match the
observed line profile.

There is another CO line within the observed frequency
range, J = 5–4 at 576267.938 MHz. However, it is not detected
because of the high opacity of H2O in the troposphere resulting
in a total absorption of any signal arriving from higher altitudes,
where the narrow and Gaussian emission of CO originates.

5.5. Hydrogen chloride

HCl, an important gas in the chemistry of ozone depletion, is
also detected through a triplet (see the inset in the second panel
of Fig. 3), corresponding to the hyperfine structure of its J = 1−0
rotational transition, near 625.919 GHz. The signal from this
triplet extends over ∼100 MHz and reaches a main peak inten-
sity of ∼2 K above the wing of the 620.7 GHz H2O line (at
airmass = 1.0); see panel 2a of Fig. 4. From this observed signal,
HCl has an abundance of over a factor of two larger than in the
U.S. Standard Atmosphere (COESA 1976) which is possibly due
to remaining chlorine pollution from the Chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) era (see Fig. 5).

6. Model calculations and discussion

In this section, we present ATM model calculations – which
include all species mentioned in the previous section – per-
formed to be compared with the final re-calibrated data presented
in the third panel of Fig. 3. We are not trying to fit the data
using a single static atmospheric profile because, as already
mentioned in Sect. 3, the atmospheric conditions were slightly
changing during the observing run. On the other hand, the
model calculations should make simple assumptions and rely
upon a very limited number of parameters, with satisfactory
results, for an operational code such as ATM. In particular,
we adjusted the abundances and vertical distribution of some
molecules (see Fig. 5) in order to get a reasonable match to their
observed lines. The data allow some discrimination between

different seasonal and/or day/night abundances and vertical
distributions.

The model calculations shown in the third and fourth pan-
els of Fig. 3 (red curves) were produced with the ATM code,
varying only the ground temperature and the total PWVC every
1 GHz following the data from the log file plotted in the top
panel of the same figure. The ground pressure was fixed to
555 hPa in accordance with the log file where this parame-
ter appears almost constant, and the first-guess vertical profiles
of p, T , and atmospheric gases come from the Tropical U.S.
Standard Atmosphere (COESA 1976) for the site, which are
pre-defined in the model, with small changes in the first few
layers to match the ground values of p and T (the tropo-
spheric lapse rate for the temperature has been adopted to be
−5.6 K km−1). The water vapor number density exponentially
decreases with a scale height of 2.5 km. Based on the data
themselves, the standard vertical profiles of O3, N2O, and CO
have been changed at some altitudes to provide an overall sat-
isfactory reproduction of all lines. Figure 5 shows the vertical
profiles used in the calculations. Green dashed curves in Fig. 4
show the ATM model differences in TEBB when using the ver-
tical profiles from U.S. Standard Atmosphere (COESA 1976)
with respect to the modified ones that provide a better fit to the
data.

The use of the PWVC from the log file in the model calcula-
tions is justified by the good match between our PWVC retrieval
described in Sect. 4.1 and the value in the log file, which comes
from retrievals using the 183 GHz Water Vapor Radiometer. In
any case, if the PWVC values from the log file were wrong or
the model itself was inconsistent, then the forward calculations
that we have performed would not match the data at all. This
is not the case. In fact, very good agreement is obtained, within
∼2% in the quadratic residual, smoothed over intervals of 1 GHz,
R, defined as:

R =

√√√
1

Nairmasses

Nairmasses∑
1

T EBB,model − T EBB,data

T EBB,data

2. (3)
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It is important to note that if there were a fundamental dis-
agreement between data and model due to calibration issues or
incorrect opacity terms, it would show up as airmass-dependent
quadratic residuals. The fact that no such residuals are seen
indicates:

1. The applied recalibration procedure is consistent. The
recalibrated data, ATM model results, and reference atmospheric
profiles used in the ATM calculations are available in electronic
form at the CDS.

2. The empirical foreign wet CIA (H2O-N2 + H2O-O2) and
dry CIA (N2-N2 + O2-O2 + N2-O2) that we are using (see Eqs.
(30) and (31) in Pardo et al. 2001b, and the red, green and light-
blue curves in the bottom panel of Fig. 3) are valid at least for the
conditions of this experiment, which are similar to the conditions
of the Mauna Kea experiment from which they were derived
(Pardo et al. 2001a, 2005).

3. The self-wet CIA (H2O–H2O) is negligible for the very
dry conditions of this experiment. ATM estimates this absorp-
tion to be almost two orders of magnitude lower than the
foreign wet (H2O–N2 + H2O–O2) one at 664 GHz for 0.325 mm
PWVC (0.00089 nepers of total opacity versus 0.06685 for
airmass = 1.0).

In recent years, a number of publications have addressed the
question of the non-resonant foreign wet and dry CIA in the
atmosphere from theoretical calculations or laboratory experi-
ments under tightly controlled conditions (Boissoles et al. 2003,
Podobedov et al. 2008, Tretyakov at al. 2015, Serov et al. 2020).
Our observations are under less controlled conditions and we
detect the radiation after its propagation through the whole atmo-
sphere to our detector. Therefore, we cannot address the fine
details given in the above-cited publications. However, an empir-
ical description of these opacity terms is obtained that works
well for submm ground-based observatories.

It is also worth mentioning how well the different lines of
the minor atmospheric gases are reproduced by the model, both
in shape and intensity. Even the weakly detected features from
O3 isotopologs and vibrationally excited states are all reproduced
relatively well by the model, as shown in Fig. 4. One aspect that
remains to be checked is the possible seasonal or diurnal changes
in those lines which is due to significant changes in the vertical
distributions of the molecules responsible for them. Hopefully,
new data of similar quality in the future will allow such studies.

7. Summary and conclusions

We obtained the first kilohertz-resolution atmospheric spectra in
the 450µm atmospheric window from a ground-based submm
observatory. The conditions during the observations were rela-
tively dry and stable. The performance of the receiver in terms
of stability and sensitivity has produced data suitable for com-
parison with the atmospheric model currently implemented at
ALMA, APEX, and other observatories, allowing us to check its
overall validity, and also verify how well the weakest features of
the atmospheric spectrum are reproduced.

The observations provide a very high level of spectral detail.
The calibration offsets have been satisfactorily corrected, and the
slowly varying atmospheric conditions are monitored and taken
into account in the simulations. Very good agreement is obtained
with the ATM simulations, proving that this model is adapted:
no fundamental changes are necessary, for its use in the explored

frequency range for astronomical sites located at ∼5000 m above
sea level. Only a few O3 lines with high energy levels need small
frequency corrections, and the vertical profiles of minor atmo-
spheric gases have to be changed with respect to the standard a
priori profiles currently used in the code. These changes will be
implemented in the code for distribution. There is no evidence
that the wet foreign and dry CIA empirical opacity terms need
revision, at least under the conditions presented in this study. The
better characterization of the ozone lines at this high resolution
might be useful for a more accurate calibration (free from these
features) of single-dish astronomical observations.

The next step in this study will be to explore the range
∼157–510 GHz using data already obtained with the other APEX
receivers under wetter and less stable conditions. The exploita-
tion of those data will therefore be more complex and will be
treated in a separate publication.
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